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Abstract 

 

Owing to different cultural backgrounds and social values, there are some differences existing in the 
compliment realizations in different cultures. This study is aimed at extracting the range of strategies 
used in responding to compliments in Persian. A Discourse Completion Test (DCT) is used and the 
corpus that is used in this study consists of 540 compliment/response sequences. Findings suggest 
that, the general tendency of Persian speakers is to respond to the compliments with an agreement, in 
addition, they are also intended to express their modesty, which is deeply rooted in their culture.  
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Introduction 

Communications across linguistic and cultural boundaries might cause communication breakdowns 
among people from different first language (L1) backgrounds. Sociolinguists recognize that such inter-
cultural miscommunication is partly due to different value systems underlying each speaker's L1 cul-
tural group (Chick 1996). Different value systems are reflected in speech acts; thus, different interpre-
tations of a certain speech act sometimes cause misunderstandings of the speakers’ intention. 
According to Holmes (1988), compliments should function as positively affective speech acts and can 
be considered as phatic communion, a type of speech with ties of union which are created by a mere 
exchange of words. In our daily lives, we generally exchange compliments as an effort to keep rela-
tionships solid. In other words, compliments are supposed to be for rapport instead of report and for 
cooperation instead of competition in Tannen's terminology (1996). During the past four decades, 
compliments had received attention from contrastive pragmatics, and their underlying structures had 
been investigated. It has been concluded that, speech act of complimenting is largely a positive and 
polite strategy; since it lets an addressee know that he or she is being liked. As positively affective 
speech acts, the most obvious function of compliments is to polish the social relationship, pay atten-
tion to positive face wants, and thus increase or integrate solidarity between people (Brown & Levin-
son, 1987). However, some compliments are indirect, implicit, or even unexpressed and the speech 
act of complimenting can be very complicated and confusing (Boyle 2000). Hence, how to pay appro-
priate compliments, identify them and give appropriate responses are important aspects of communi-
cative competence that everyone in a given society needs to develop in order to avoid pragmalinguis-
tic and sociopragmatic failure (Brown 2007).  
 
One major focus of research on complimenting events had been put on compliment responses. Pom-
erantz (1978) was the first researcher who discussed compliment responses from a conversation ana-
lytic perspective. She claimed that in American English, the recipients of the compliments faced two 
conflicting conditions that posed a dilemma when responding to them: (a) to agree with the speakers 
and (b) to avoid self-praises. Her data revealed that a large number of compliment responses did not 
satisfy the constraints of accepting compliments, and actually showed a prevalence of disagreements 
and rejections. She concluded that recipients of the compliments used various solutions to mediate 
this conflict, categorized by Pomerantz as (1) acceptance, (2) rejection and (3) self-praise avoidance. 
Since then, different studies had been conducted examining compliment responses in different lan-
guages. For instance, Holmes (1986, 1988) developed three main categories of compliment respons-
es: accept, reject, and deflect or evade. Her data indicated that in New Zealand, by far the most fre-
quent responses to the compliments were acceptance. In the same line, Herbert (1986, 1990) con-
ducted a large-scale analysis of compliment responses.  The corpus of the study was 1,062 compli-
ment responses collected over a three-year period at the State University of New York.  He revised 
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the Pomerantz's taxonomy and ended up with a three-category, twelve-type taxonomy. He concluded 
that English and South African speakers were more likely to accept the compliments than their Ameri-
can counterparts were. Herbert explained this discrepancy stating, "[firstly,] that the patterned use of 
language is culturally variable and [secondly, that] these patterns may be linked to such larger aspects 
of socio-cultural organization as religion, politics and ecology" (1990:82). It was also shown that, Ara-
bic and South African English speakers were more likely to accept the compliments and less likely to 
reject them than American English speakers (Nelson, Al-Batal, & Echols 1996; Herbert 1986; Herbert 
& Straight 1989). Furthermore, it was shown that, speakers of East Asian languages (Chinese, Japa-
nese, Malay, and Thai) tended to avoid accepting compliments and preferred to reject them (Cedar 
2006; Holmes 1988; Wang & Tsai 2003; Ye 1995). Among the large body of studies regarding the very 
topic, were a few studies on Persian compliments and compliment responses (e.g. Beeman 1986; Es-
lami-Rasekh, Eslami-Rasekh, & Fatahi 2004; Koutlaki 2002; Sharifian 2004). In a study by Sharifian 
(2005), an attempt was made to explicate the Persian cultural schema of modesty, which was 
shekasteh-nafsi. According to him, the schema, which appeared to be rooted in certain cultural tradi-
tions of Persian speakers' society, motivated the speakers to negate or scale down compliments and 
return the compliments to the complimenters. The schema also encouraged the speakers to reassign 
the compliments to a family member, a friend, God, or another associate. The study explored how the 
schema might be represented in Persian speakers’ replies to compliments. A Discourse Completion 
Test was used to collect Persian speakers' data. The results revealed that speakers of Persian largely 
influenced by the cultural schema of shekasteh-nafsi in their responses to compliments. As a result, it 
had been shown that, Persian speakers tended to reject compliments rather than accepting them. It 
had also been demonstrated that these rejections were rooted in their modesty, which was an im-
portant component of Persian politeness and accordingly played an important role in complimenting 
and compliment responding (Beeman 1986; Sharifian 2004). Although these studies on Persian com-
pliments and compliment responses have provided a solid foundation for further work, the lack of fur-
ther empirical studies in this area is obvious. 
 

Research Questions 

As a whole, studies on compliments demonstrate that compliments are structured speech acts, which 
reflect social values in the cultures (Manes 1983). A problem with the cited studies on Persian com-
pliment responses is that, the complexity of the phenomenon of compliment responding has not been 
fully considered. Very often, they have been studied in a very general way and have concluded that 
the compliment response patterns used by Persian speakers are different from those used by English 
speakers (Beeman 1986). The lack of empirical study to make distinction between the different cate-
gories of compliment responses that composes them and to show the frequency distribution of differ-
ent patterns of compliment response among Persian speakers is obvious. For these reasons, the pre-
sent study is intended to investigate frequency distribution of different patterns of compliment re-
sponses among a group of Persian speakers. As a result, regarding the present study, a broad aim is 
set up to determine: How typically do Persian speakers respond to compliments?  
 

Method 

Participants 

The participants of the study comprised a group of thirty undergraduate students, both male and fe-
male, majoring in English-Persian translation at Islamic Azad University at Khorasgan (Iran). The par-
ticipants were randomly chosen from a pool of students, who were in their third semester of their aca-
demic education. The age range of the participants was from 20 to 28 with an average age of 24. They 
were students of English as a foreign language with Persian as their first language (L1) background. 
The researcher asked the participants to fill in questionnaires, which were designed to elicit compli-
ment response strategies of the participants.  
 

Material 

The questionnaire, which was designed to elicit compliment response strategies of the participants, 
was a Discourse Completion Test (DCT), which had been conducted to elicit compliment responses 
(CRs). The DCT consisted of thirty sections, among them; eighteen sections were designed to meet 
the purpose of this study and to elicit data on compliment responses from participants. Compliment 
topics included in the DCT are as follow: eight items related to aspects of the complimentees’ ability 
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and performance, five items related to their appearance, and five items related to their possessions 
(see Appendix A). It is worthwhile to mention that, for the sake of efficiency only those sections, which 
were designed to meet the purpose of this, study and elicit data on compliment responses from partic-
ipants are appended. It is important to note that, complimenting is not the topic of all 30 sections.  
 

Procedures 

Before conducting the main experiment, five students majoring in Persian-English translation partici-
pated in a pilot study. The result of the pilot study confirmed the feasibility of obtaining the results and 
showed the likelihood of conducting the main experiment. 
The first step to conduct the main study was to obtain the permission from Foreign Language Depart-
ment of the mentioned university for selecting the participants and running the research over there. In 
order to examine the questions underlying the study the main experiment was conducted in the follow-
ing steps. The Discourse Completion Tests (DCTs), which had been conducted to elicit compliment 
responses (CRs), were distributed among the participants. The participants had not been informed of 
the exact purpose of the study. This procedure was chosen for the following reasons. It has been 
shown that, data elicitation procedures that raise participants' metacognitive awareness are problem-
atic (Cohen 1996). For example, a kind of discourse completion task, which try to elicit only compli-
ment response strategies, is probable to elicit the participants' CRs that have already been filtered 
through their conscious knowledge about how they are supposed to respond to the compliments 
(Boxer 1996; Tran 2004). By inserting fillers in DCTs, the researcher acted to reduce and control this 
limitation. On the other hand, observation of naturally occurring CRs has some limitations, too. Alt-
hough one can collect CRs in natural settings through observation and field recording of actual lan-
guage use, as it is stated by Urano (2000), it is difficult to control for other factors that may affect CRs 
(i.e., target of compliments, social distance between the complimenters and the recipients, etc.). Thus, 
it is possible to assume that in natural setting, the CRs are collected under incomparable conditions 
and consequently, comparison among different groups becomes difficult (Yuan 2001). 

Analyses 

The corpus of compliment responses upon which the analysis of present study rests consists of 540 
examples. All the CRs were coded using Herbert's (1986) taxonomy (Table.1). However, this study 
required one more category, namely, formulaic expression that will be described below. There is a 
methodological consideration, which is relevant to mention here, namely the inter-rater reliability 
(Chaudron, Crookes, & Long, 1988). In the process of coding different compliment responses, at least 
two raters, including the author, code the CRs to increase the reliability of coding. In order to deter-
mine how typically Persian speakers response to compliments, the data analyzed statistically, using 
percentage values, via the computerized program called SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sci-
ences). In coding CRs the following coding system had been used: 
1. Appreciation token. Verbal acceptances of the compliments, acceptances were not being semanti-
cally fitted to the specifics of that compliments, 
                 e.g., ..  Karetan alli bood! 
                            "Your job was great!" 
                            Mamnoon. 
                            "Thanks". 
2. Comment acceptance. The addressees accepted the complimentary force of the compliments by 
means of the responses semantically fitted to the compliments.  
                 e.g.,..    Lebase abiton kheili ghashangeh. 
                             "Your blue shirt is very nice." 
                             Manam range abi ra kheili doost daram. 
                            "Blue is my favorite color, too."        
3. Praise upgrade. The addressees accepted the compliments and asserted that the compliments 
forces were insufficient. 
                 e.g., ..Emrooz kheili khoshgel shodi. 
                          "You look very beautiful today." 
                          Man hamishe khoshgelam. 
                          "I am always beautiful." 
4. Comment history. The addressees, although were agreed with the complimentary forces, did not 
accept the praise personally; rather, they impersonalized the complimentary forces by giving (maybe 
irrelevant) impersonal details. 
               e.g., .. Sa'atetoon ghashangeh. 
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                          "Your watch is beautiful.” 
                         Areh, as Kish xaridam. 
                         "Yes, I bought it from Kish." 
5. Reassignment. The addressees agreed with the compliments, but the complimentary forces were 
transferred to the third persons or to the objects complimented. 
                e.g., .. Cheghadr pirhanetoon ghashange. 
                          "How beautiful is your shirt." 
                            Saligeye  xaharame. 
                           "(This is) my sister' taste." 
6. Return. The compliments were shifted to the complimenters. 
                e.g., .. Esme ghashangi darid. 
                          "You have a nice name." 
                          Esme shoma ham ghashangeh. 
                         "Your name is nice, too." (So is yours.) 
7. Scale down. The force of the compliments was minimized or scaled down by the addressees. 
                 e.g., .. Mashineton a'lli be nazar mireseh. 
                            "Your car seems to be very good." 
                            Intoram nist, xeili gadimiye. 
                           "It isn’t that way, it’s really quite old" 
8. Question. The addressees might want an expansion or repetition of the original compliments or 
question the sincerity of the compliments. 
                 e.g., .. Ejraye shoma jaleb bood. 
                           "Your presentation was interesting." 
                           Jeddi? 
                           "Really?" 
9. Disagreement. The addressees directly disagreed with addressers’s assertion. 
                 e.g., .. Karetan a'lli bood. 
                           "Your job was great." 
                           Na, aslan. 
                           "No, not at all." 
10. Qualification. The addressees might choose not to accept the full complimentary force offered by 
the compliments, usually by employing but, yet, etc. 
                 e.g., .. Range zard behetoon miyad. 
                           “Yellow is very nice for you." 
                           Are vali man sorati ra bishtar dost daram. 
                           "Yes, but I like pink more." 
11. No acknowledgement. The addressees gave no indication of having heard the compliments; that 
was, they employed the conversational turns to do something other than responding to the compli-
ments offered, e.g., shifts the topic. 
                e.g., .. Emroz khoshtip shodi. 
                           "You seem good-looking today." 
                          [Sokot] 
                          [Silence] 
12. Request interpretation. The addressees interpreted the compliments as requests rather than sim-
ple compliments. 
                 e.g., .. In tablo kheili ghashangeH. 
                            "This painting is very awesome." 
                            Mixaee bedamesh be to? 
                            Do you want me to give it to you? 
13. Formulaic expression. The addressees showed their modesty by using a set of prefabricated ut-
terances. 
                 e.g., .. Apartemane ghashangi darid. 
                           "Your apartment is beautiful." 
                           Cheshmatoon gashang mibine. 
                           "Your eyes are beautiful and they see everything beautiful” 
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Table 1 Frequency of Different Compliment Responses among Persian Speakers Participants 
 

Response Type                                                          Number                              Percentage 
 

A. Agreement 
        I. Acceptances 
                    1. Appreciation Token                            130                                       24.07 
                    2. Comment Acceptance                        28                                         5.19 
                    3. Praise Upgrade                                    26                                         4.80 
            Subtotal                                                             184                                      34.06                                                                 
        II.Nonacceptance 
                     1. Comment History                               26                                         4.80                     
                     2. Reassignment                                     10                                         1.85 
                     3. Return                                                  15                                         2.78 
            Subtotal                                                             51                                         9.43 
            Subtotal                                                             235                                       44.6                                                                         
B. Nonagreement 
                     1. Scale Down                                          44                                         8.14                                                                              
                     2. Question                                              55                                         10.19 
                     3. Disagreement                                     10                                          1.85 
                     4. Qualification                                        3                                            .55 
                     5.  No Acknowledgement                      22                                          4.08 
             Subtotal                                                            134                                       24.82 
C. Other Interpretations 
                    1. Request                                                  5                                           .92 
                    2. Formulaic Expression                          166                                       30.74                                                               
             Subtotal                                                           171                                        31.70 
             Total                                                                 540                                        100.01 

 
 

 
As it was shown in Table 1 in the obtained data, agreement responses occurred most frequently 
(44.6%) in the compliment exchanges. Among them, acceptance and non-acceptance responses 
made up 34.06% and 9.43% of all of the responses, respectively. The remaining responses were 
comprised of non-agreement responses, in which the compliment receivers disagreed with the seman-
tic content of the compliments (24.82%), and other interpretation (31.70%) which was consisted of 
requests and formulaic expressions. Obviously, each type did not carry equal weight. The category 
that carried the most weight was the agreement type. Therefore, it can be assumed that the general 
tendency of the Persian speakers in responding to the compliments was agreement.  
Furthermore, the most significant feature of the obtained compliment responses was occurred in the 
sub-category of formulaic expression. Detailed analysis of the responses revealed that approximately 
one-third of the compliment exchanges (30.78%) were occurred in the sub-category of formulaic ex-
pression. Persian speakers' in their responses to the compliments used a set of formulaic expressions 
to avoid self-praises. In many cases, firstly, as an acceptance, the participants thanked the compli-
ment givers, and then following it, they gave a comment like "It’s very kind of you to say so" or "Your 
eyes are beautiful, and they see everything beautiful" to show their modesty.  
 

Discussion 

Based on the results that are presented, the research question, which is raised in the study, can be 
discussed in the following section.  
 
In the occurrences of different types of compliment responses in the obtained corpus, 43.49% of all 
the compliment responses fell into the category of agreement. Therefore, it was shown that in general 
Persian speaker' participants in the study preferred to agree with the received compliments. Accord-
ingly, the study did not support the findings of Sharifian (2005), who revealed that speakers of Persian 
largely tended to reject compliments rather than accepting them. It had also been demonstrated that 
these rejections were rooted in their modesty, which was an important component of Persian culture. 
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In addition, the results' patterns indicated that among the used sub-categories, the formulaic expres-
sion category was the most frequently used type. Through reviewing the literature, it was shown that 
speakers of other languages including English also used their own specific formulaic expressions in 
responding to the compliments, nevertheless, the formulaic expressions that were used by Persian 
speakers were somehow different. To be more precise, these types of responses to compliments 
could be assumed to come from Persian speakers' culture that allowed the addressees to avoid ac-
ceptance of the compliments, which were assumed as self-praises. Moreover, it could be hypothe-
sized that the function of these expressions in Persian speakers' culture was to lessen embarrassment 
and tension between interlocutors (Sharifian 2005). Persian speakers' participants might have regard-
ed the compliments put forth to them as insincere, or they might have felt embarrassed. Therefore, 
instead of saying no, they were interested to simply use these formulas. Persian speakers rarely disa-
greed with the compliments in a flat way (only 0.55%), but tended to make a comment to show their 
modesty. The findings supported’ the role of modesty in Persian speakers' society (Sharifian 2005). 
According to Sharifian, this schema motivated the Persian speakers to reject the compliments rather 
than to accept them.  
 
Therefore, it could be assumed that Persian speakers' strategies in responding to compliments were 
characterized by compliments' rejection motivated by Leech’s modesty maxim (Leech 1983). One out-
standing characteristic of these rejecting responses is that most of them were combination of a few 
rejecting formulas and other strategies. Some of these rejecting formulas were as follows, xahesh 
mikonam, nazare lotfe shomast, kari nakardam, vazifeam bood, Xejalatam nadin, Sharmande mikonid, 
etc. These terms generally meant "no", "I am not that good", "I do not deserve your praise". They 
should to be understood culture-specifically, because the English translations could hardly convey 
what each of them meant in specific situations. Take "Sharmandeam mikonid" for example, the closest 
English equivalent of it is "I am embarrassed". However, Sharmandeam mikonid is never so strong in 
the sense of embarrassment from the Persian speakers’ point of view. It can be assumed that it is 
simply something like an automatic reaction when someone is complimented. The complimentees’ 
reaction may be "I know I am complimented and I should not show that I am arrogant or self-
conceited, so I just say Sharmandeam mikonid ". 
 
Regarding the role of these rejecting formulas, it could be supposed that what the complimentees de-
nied was only the quality of the objects or content of the compliments, but not the illocutionary force of 
the compliments. The formulaic denial was not a real denial in the sense of rejecting the compliments; 
rather, it had the function of letting the compliments pass. It could be hypothesized that the speakers 
denied the proposition but preferred to accept the complimenting force, by emphasizing the value of 
modesty. As mentioned earlier, if the function of the compliments was to make the hearers feel good, 
the function of the responses other than acceptance might be the same. The results supported that, 
recognizing that the compliments were intended to make them feel good; the addressees asserted 
that they and the complimenters were equal by employing the strategy of modesty to avoid self-
praises (Sharifian 2005). It could be concluded that, when complimented by others, many Persian 
speakers scaled them down with a comment to show their modesty. This was very comparable with 
the modesty maxim principle, which was proposed by Leech (1983). Sharifian (2005) referred to this 
modesty maxim as Persian cultural schema of shekasteh-nafsi (modesty). It could be assumed that 
this schema was rooted in Persian speakers' cultural and motivated the speakers to reject or scale 
down the compliments, downplay their talents, skills, achievements, etc., (Sharifian 2005). The results 
of the study supported the idea that the speakers of Persian instantiated the cultural schema of 
shekasteh-nafsi, in varying degrees, according to the context of receiving the compliments. The follow-
ing examples of these formulaic expressions reflect this schema in Persian: 
 
 (1) Cheshmatoon gashang mibine 
      'Your eyes see beautifully' 
(2)  Shoma lotf darin 
     'It’s very kind of you to say so'  
(3) Gabele shoma ra nadareh 
      'It is not worthy of you' 
(4) Motealeg be xodetone 
      'It belongs to you' 
(5) Har chi darim be xatere shomast. 
     'Whatever we have is because of you'  
(6) Vazife ast  
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      'It’s my duty' (That’s what I should do.) 
(7)Nokaretam (Chakeram) 
    'I’m your servant' 
(8)Xejalatam midin 
    'I’m ashamed' 
(9) Shooxi mikoni? 
     'Are you kidding?' 
 
The first two formulaic expressions might be used in response to the compliments about the individu-
als' appearances or possessions. Other expressions, namely, (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), and (8), were gen-
eral formulaic utterances that might be used in response to the compliments on ones' possessions or 
ones' abilities. In Persian, for example 'It’s my duty' is just a polite and modest expression in accepting 
the compliments, but for the English speakers, the subtext may be "your compliment is too much for 
what I have done, it’s just what I usually do and it’s not worth complimenting at all". These expressions 
might not necessarily be instantiated in fixed formulas and clichéd expressions. Although the utteranc-
es explicated here might have certain linguistic manifestations in Persian speaker responses, it did not 
follow that they would always appear in the same wording.  
 
Another outstanding feature in Persian speakers' norms was the point that because of their strong ties 
with their religion, Persian speakers had their faith in God (Xoda) that deeply embedded within their 
speech acts. The point supported the Herbert (1986, 1990) remarks, according to him these patterns 
might be linked to such larger aspects of socio-cultural organization as religion. That was why some of 
the compliment responses were in the form of a small prayer that the speakers be blessed from God, 
and they got whatever they wanted with the help of God. For more clarification, see the following two 
examples.  
  
(10) Xoda ra shokr. 
       'Thank God' 
(11) Lotfe xoda bode 
       'By the grace of God'  
 
Furthermore, after formulaic expressions and appreciation tokens, question category, was the third 
most frequently used sub-category among Persian speakers. From the point of view of social interac-
tion, the question category, could be seen as a negotiating strategy, i.e., as a gambit where the com-
plimentees had an opportunity to negotiate an offer of solidarity. In the obtained data, there were 32 
instances of questions (out of 55) in combination with the other response types, which further showed 
that complimenting chiefly served the function of negotiating solidarity. In one sense, these responses 
were ambiguous. It was difficult to discern the complimentees’ intentions from the questions in the da-
ta. They might have wanted expansion or repetition of the original compliments or might have been 
questioning the sincerity of the complimenters. Although the questions deviated from disagreements in 
their illocutionary force, e.g., the questions were felt to be less aggressive than disagreements, some 
question’ responses that were meant to question the sincerity of the complimenters also entailed self-
praise avoidance. Accordingly, it was possible to hypothesize that question types’ responses in the 
data were the manifestation of Persian speakers' modesty. 
 
The other most frequently used sub-strategy among participants was questions, which were after ap-
preciation tokens and formulaic expressions, the third most frequently used sub-category by partici-
pants (see example, 12).  
  
(12)   Chegadr pirhane abit gashange. 
                     "Your blue dress is very beautiful" 
                      Vagea'n? manam hamintoor fekr mikonam. 
                     "Really? I think so, too." 
 
In the above example, a compliment receiver reacted to a compliment with a question in a neutral 
manner, accompanied by a confirmation of a compliment uttered by a compliment giver. It was as-
sumed that the compliment responses of this type exhibited some agreements and some disagree-
ments, similar to the category identified as the inbetween-ness by Pomerantz (1978). The most fre-
quently used question- Vagea'n/really- might be interpreted as a request for confirmation, which re-
vealed that the speakers had received the information and were soliciting further information. The 
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phrase Vagea'n/really in Persian speakers' responses might not be the same as the question type for 
English, typically realized in "Do you really think so?". Although their semantic meanings looked simi-
lar, their pragmatic meanings might not be. The Persian speakers' participants probably saw in the use 
of this compliment response type an opportunity to attend to their interlocutors' positive face wants, 
i.e., fulfilling the desire of a person to be appreciated, liked, and approved of by others. Such a circular 
exchange of compliments might contribute to enhancing a rapport between the complimenters and the 
complimentees. Whereas the English question expressed doubt or surprise about the complimentees' 
praiseworthiness, the Persian speakers' responses could merely be a modest way to accept the com-
pliments while still avoiding outright self-praises, thus a compromise between accepting the compli-
ments and avoiding self-praises. 
 

Conclusion 

It had been argued that the compliments reflected cultural values and norms of behavior (Manes 
1983). Compliments in Persian were usually intended to have a positive effect on interpersonal rela-
tions, yet for the outcome actually to be positive, both the compliments and compliment responses 
needed to be handled appropriately. The data of the study on compliment responses were collected 
from Persian speaker' participants. The results indicated that among three main categories, agree-
ment category was the most frequently used category in responding to compliments. Furthermore, the 
results revealed a number of significant features in compliments' responses of Persian speakers and 
supported the argument that modesty played a role in Persian speakers compliment responding and 
was an important component of Persian politeness (Beeman 1986; Sharifian 2004). To be more pre-
cise, in the study, formulaic expressions and appreciation tokens were the two major response types 
most often found. In addition, the scale down category and question category, which were the next 
most frequently used responses, were also cases of modesty application, that was, strategies for self-
praise avoidance. Accordingly, it could be concluded that modesty, which was meant to strengthen 
solidarity, was the driving force behind Persian speakers' responses to the compliments. 
 
As a whole, the study confirmed previous findings that language and culture were closely related. As 
analyzed above, Persian speakers' compliment responses, especially the formulaic expressions 
needed to be understood in the Persian language and culture context. One must bear in mind that the 
speech event of compliment and compliment responses were dependent on shared beliefs and values 
of the speech community coded into communicative patterns, and thus could not be interpreted apart 
from social and cultural context. The observations pointed to the dynamic nature of the relationship 
between language and cultural conceptualizations. Hence, the results showed the strong effects of 
culture on responding to the compliments.  
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